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Press Release
Red Dog Logistics Inc Acquires California Delivery Service
The Dog Keeps on Running.

Chicago, January 7, 2022: Red Dog Logistics Inc, a leading freight logistics company based out
of Chicago, has today announced they have entered into a definitive agreement with
California Delivery Service, a freight forwarding and trucking company based out of Fontana,
California.
California Delivery Service provides local, regional and specialty delivery services for California
and surrounding areas. Serving the building, beer, food, and beverage industries, California
Delivery Service is a leader in end-to-end, supply-chain management with active operators
across the southwest United States. California Delivery Service’s focus on quality people and
quality deliveries is what sets them apart from the competition.
California Delivery Services’ purchase marks a promising next step for Red Dog Logistics Inc. that
was founded in 2012 by CEO, John Rediehs. Since its founding Red Dog has grown from a $0
company to an over $38 million company today in 2022. For Red Dog, this purchase represents
an opportunity to expand and start serving new markets. California Delivery Service expects to
benefit from Red Dog’s industry experience and proprietary technologies.
"I was very excited when I learned about California Delivery Service” said CEO, John Rediehs,
“Red Dog has been looking to double down on our growth initiatives on the West Coast and
acquiring CDS aligned with that goal. Our commitment to our clients is strong and we’re looking
forward to working with CDS to continue giving excellent service to our current clients as well as
to our new ones on the West Coast.”
Headquartered in Chicago, IL, Red Dog Logistics Inc. is one of the nation's leading logistics firms
specializing in full-service logistics and proprietary technologies.

About Red Dog
Headquartered in Chicago, Red Dog has enjoyed growth and success offering technology
backed pricing, deep understanding of freight market trends, & proprietary software

integrations, throughout our nearly 10-year history. Our team is comprised of experienced and
ambitious professionals who are driven by Integrity every step of the way.
Running with the Dog allows you to worry about the other aspects of your job while we take
care of your daily transportation needs.

About California Delivery Service
CDS was founded in 2003 in Fontana, CA with a commitment to serve the unique needs of our
customers and to provide safe, efficient, and reliable transportation solutions. Through
maintaining that focus, we’ve built successful long-term relationships with our drivers, customers,
and business partners. As an asset-based motor carrier, we provide clients with the support they
need to keep their businesses running on time.
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